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ONE

IN'l:'RODUCTION

1.

Selection of the Subject

The present writer's interest in the Tamil community
stems from his lone-standing interest in the Hindu
religion, more particularly in its practice among
Hindus in South Africa. With the division of the Hindu
community of South Africa into four language groups,
viz. Tamil, Telugu, Hindi and Gujerati, the community's
cul~~ral affiliation displays seeming differences to
accord with tbe characteristics found within each of
these language groupso
~he writer is himself a member of the Telugu-Tamil
section of the Hindu community who was born and raised
in Johannesburgo His interest in the cultural and
religious life of the community was confined largely to
the Tanil people because of the preponderence of their numbers as against Telugus in the Transvaal. Before the
lifting of restrictions on Indians from movement between
the provinces of South Africa, there were in fact very
few members of the Telueu community resident in the
province. 1 Even then many had intermarried with Tamils
resulting in a loss of their identity as Andrahs, distinct
from all other people whose origins could be traced to
other parts of South Indiao
It is the intention here to assess the trend towards
modification of religious modes that occurs among the
Tamil peopleo The choice of the two institutions
discussed here is made on the basis of their being perhaps
the very best of representative samples available in the

1.

House of Assembly Debates.
Column 8163.

Thursday 12 June 1975.

3

2

city of Durban. A phenomenon that receives frequent
reference among Tamil people themselves is the fear that
loss of identity may lead tc strangulation of cultural
ideals. During the decades of the forties and fifties
many fears were expressed among community leaders and
others about the drift away from Hindu cultural ideals
which was clearly evident in South Africa for many years.
This fact has also been alluded to by non-Indians.2
Since the publication of a report by Professor G.C.
0osthuizen on the penetration of the Pentecostal Church
into the Tamil community, the fear has been growing that
the erosion of Hinduism is reaching alarming proportions.3
Perhaps the best kno\m. of the well publicised complaints
was a book published in 1956 under the title, "The Shadows
Grow Taller 11 o4 But as Dr Rocher and several others5 have
pointed out, very little has been published on and by Indians
in South Africa,more particularly in the field of religion or
culture. Records indicate a dearth of literature and thus
far what has been produced is confined to two or three
graduate theses by non-Indians and a brief article or two
in brochures and magazines of institutions or organisations,
very often not in themselves religious but in~erested in
the social, economic, political or even cultural life of
the Indian community. Notable among these is a publication
by the South African Institute of Race relations.? The

2o

publication by the South African Hindu Maha Sabha8 is
probably the only well documented religious publication
among Hindus to dateo The lack of sufficient literature
appears to reflect a general lack of enlightened concern
for religious and cultural matters and indicates, perhaps
quite strongly, what need there is for a re-assessment of
spiritual values among Hindus in South Africa. The Divine
Life Society is a notable exception however, but all
publications by this institution are confined to the
teachings of Sri Swami Si vananda.

2.

It will be the task of this thesis to examine briefly the
history of religious practice in the Tamil community of
South Africa with particular emphasis upon two religious
institutions in Durban. Reference will however be made to
similar practices in Johannesburg and perhaps other parts
of South Africa. The analysis will reflect upon developing
trends in religious outlook and concepts and modes of
worship among South Africa's Tamil community and an attempt
will be made to assess the superordinate meaningfulness of
the systems of worship and religious practices within the
two religious institutions chosen for study.

3.

De Vos, P.J.: Renart on Indian Juvenile Delinquency
in Durban, University of Natal. 1961 p. 18.

Institutions of Study:
i.

0osthuizen, G.C.: Pentecostal Penetration into the
Indian Community in Metropolitan Durban, 1975.

4.

Aim of Study

Representative Samples

Sri Vaithianatha I!:asvarar Alayam
This temple, situated at 535 Urngeni Road, Durban,
was one of the very first Hindu rr:'emples established

Govender, G.D.: The Shadows Grow Taller, Shepherd
Co • , Dur ban. 19560

&

5.

Rocher, H.J.W.:

M.A. Thesis University of Pretoria.

6 ..

Kuper, H.: Indian People in Natal, Greenwood Press,
Connecticut, 1960.

7.

The Indian as a South African.
Relations. 1956.

S.A. Institute of Race

1965.
8.

Nowba th, R. S. , Chotai, S. Lalla, B.P.: The Hindu
Heritace in S.A. 1960. S.A. Hindu I'faha Sabha.
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in South Africa. 9 The cultural and religious
life of the Tamil community of Durban and perhaps
even much of South Africa was centred around
worship in this Temple, which even now is one of
the largest in Southern Africa. There is much
evidence of the Temple being used for worship
very regularly with a large congregation of people
meeting there on every festive occasion. 10 The
historical value of this Temple is enhanced quite
conside:::::·ably due to the fact that it was the birth
place of three of the greatest Hindu reform
movements in Africa viz. the Ramakrishna Centre of
Southern Africa, the Divine Life Society of South
Africa and the Saiva Siddhanta Sangam of South
Africa. 11
ii.

For information on the Sri Vaithianatha Easvarar Alayam I
will rely (in this brief summary) 8olely on the South
African Hindu Maha Sabha' s publication.
"The temple was designed and built in conformity with the
Dravidian style of architecture in a setting of palm trees
planted· by the Trustees. In addition to the Sanithanam
and Mandapam there is a spacious courtyard. It is Shaivite
in ideology....
It is one of the most prominent temples
in the country. Later Vishnu and Amman temples were also
erected.

Sai va Siddhantha Sungam, Universal Mission
This movement was started by Sri Siva Soobramania
Guru Swamigal in 1937 and has now grown into a
national organisation able to meet the religious,
spiritual and cultural needs of the Tamil community
but at a level vastly different to that at which
the :first institution mentioned is able.

4.

and the tendency tm·mrds change which stems from an
earlier tradition to the modern reformist approach which
will be seen developing in the lengthier discussions
which follow in the succeeding chapters of this thesis.

"The festivals celebrated include Thaipoosam, (Kavadi),
Chi traparvam, Purtasi, Krishna Jayanti, Maha Siva Rathri,
Vinayage Sathurthi, Sarasvathi Poojai, Shakti Poojai,
Kaartheega Deepam, Aroothira Dharisanam, New Year, Deepavali.

A Brief Su..'1lillary

I would like the following brief summaries on the two
institutions to serve the task of pinpointing aspects of
the work done by each of them. It is hoped to indicate the
crucial aspects at which religious conceptions still hinge

9.

Ibid. page 198.

10.

Ibid. page 199.

11.

Ibid. page 199.

"The temple has a very large congregation from in and around
Durban as well as far beyond it. During festivalsand elections
a great deal of activity and excitement prevails. Devotees
come to it daily from all parts of the country and from all
HiLdu linguistic groups.

ttApart frorn the festi-v-als, regular services and prayer
meetings are conducted. Thirukootam, Rajooguru's Group
and Ramalinga Adygal Mathar group sing hymns and psalms
which have become a special feature of the service.
"The spacious grounds with their sylvan park-like surroundings
provide an ideal venue for marriages and other social functionso
".~he place is being used extensively and is becoming very
popular as a community centre.

6/ •••
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"During the last decade and a half the Temple precincts
have become the scene of considerable development and
activity. The Emperumal Temple which originally existed
only as a Sanithanum, after the one which was demolished,
was extended and the interior remodelled • • • •
The Mahamandapam of this temple is modern in structure, attracting
hundreds of people to the many celebrations and services
held the:ce.
"A group of devotees took the initiative of erecting the
M:ariamman Temple • • . •
Festivals dedicated to the Goddess
:\'Iariaman are attended in large numbers.
"Alongside the temple, quarters are provided for archagars
and missionaries.
"Another important addition in recent times has been the
erection of the Krishna Kal.yana Manda pap..
nhe following brief summary on the work of the Saiva Sithantha
:jungam has been culled from three sources: a pamphlet on the
,..vork of the Sungam issued by its Lenasia Branch, a brochure
published to announce the construction of its International
Centre in Derby Street, Durban, and a letter of appeal for
funds which was distributed with the brochure.
The Sai va Si thantha Sungam of Sou th Africa is a religious
organisation founded in 1937 by His Holiness Sri Siva
Soobramania Guru Swamigal. Gu~ Swamieal was 27 years old
when he formed the Sungam in Ju:::-ban. At the time of his
death in 1953 he was onl.v 43 years old but had proved by
then his nualities as a teacher of religious truth and a
man of profound religious wisdom. Since its inc tion the
Sungam has served the Hindu community in a wide variety of
cultural and religious interests. The Guru Swamigal's
obvious influence over his close associates in the work to
which they were com.mi tted was mar};:ed by a depth of reverence
11
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usually accorded only to men of deep spiritual learning.
His able qualities as a teacher of Divine Wisdom endeared
him to many of his followers and his life's work is now
being expanded in fulfilment of the legacy he endowed to
his people.
"The Saiva Sithantha Sungam of South Africa, with headquarters in Durban, is an institution in search of a better
world.
Since its establishment over forty years ago, it has worked
unflinchingly in the interest of humanity - without regard
to difference in generation, race, nationality or religion.
Its aims represent the hope longed for by all mankind peace, happiness and prosperity. It does not attempt to
teach or persuade others of the •truth' of any one theory
or system of thought but believes in the unity of man and
the existence of one God.
"Over the past forty years since the time of the founder,
His Holiness Sri Siva Soobramania Guru Swamigal, the Saiva
Sithantha Sungam has continued its vigorous drive to unite
the religions of the world with its broad-based universal
theme.
"Spurred on by the ideal of Saiva Siddhantha which is the
cream of Hindu Dharma, the Sungam achieved wide ranging
success in attempting to get all mankind into a single fold.
"Out of this exercise to unite man, irrespec'ti ve of his
creed or his colour or his religion,has emerged an international organisation +,hat has influenced man in most
parts of the world . . .

.

"Saiva Sithantha is a most ancient philosophy which teaches
Advaita, non-duality or more correctly non-difference.
Saiva means that the Jiva and Siva are ever united being

8/ •.
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non-different and Sithantha means the conclusion or
ultimate end which surpasses our human consciousness''.

to have received any fonnal religious training at any
theological seminary. Thus religious training is dependent
upon individual interest, personal integrity and unfailing
devotion.

Briefly the aims and objects of the Sungam are:
To promote the universal brotherhood of man.
To encourage studies in comparative religion and
philosophy.

To encourage the living of the divine life.
To foster vernacular education and the study of Hindu
scriptures.
To promote Hindu culture in order to preserve our heritage.
To bring about goodwill and friendship among all people
irrespective of colonr, caste, religion, etc. on common
grounds in accordance with Saivism, the Religion of the
Tamils - One God, One World, One Humanityn.
I have deliber~tely underlined certain key words and phrases
in the summar:," of t:.1e work of what is commonly referred to
as the Umgeni J.oad Temple, as these reflect the approach to
religious practice as obtains in the community in this and
other similar institutions. The Temple authorities have
never as far as can be ascertained published a brochure or
statement of objectives. That this summary was taken from
a publication of the Hindu Maha Sabha indicates that it was
made in response to an ad hoc request from that organisationo
Investigations into the work of the 'remple and its assembly
of priests and officials reveal that the patterns of worship
centre around very traditional ritualistic practices usually
on festive occasions. There is very little reference to any
specific scriptural text during the course of worship and
all services rely heavily on the priest's knowledge of
ritualistic worship for the execution of the entire ceremony.
The priest's trainine in the perfonnance of these is received
through upbringing in the family or through association with
people who have the necessary expertise. Little reference
is ever made during the course of this training to scriptural
texts. No Hindu priest in South Africa has ever been known

9/ •••

In contrast to this the work of the Saiva Sithantha Sungam
is reflected in its ability to enunciate its religious ideals
and above all to specify the theological and philosophical
principles that form the basis of its approach in religious
understanding. Devotions are highlighted by specific patterns
of worship which include prayers, singing of hymns from
published hymnals, sennons by the Guru and prayerful commitment to a specific religious code. Although these aspects
are also seen to obtain in the patterns of worship at Umgeni
Road, the_y are known to exist there in a far less systemat.icr,.lly o r·c:,mised way.
This thesis v:ou.ld thus attempt to analyse the trend in
developments in religious concepts and modes of worship
ar:aong Tamil people as highlighted by the work of these
two institutions. It could also be regarded as a study
of the two religious movements aiming at an interpretation
of t~e meaning afforded by these institutions to the part
they play in
social reconstruction that occurs in the
Tamil community;and the religious meaningfulness their
re
ctive systems of worship hold for their respective
congre tions.

10
PART

11
TWO

CULTURAL HISTORY OF TAMIL J)EOPLE
1.

Historical-Cultural Background

The Tamil people of South Africa trace their origins to
the Dravidians of South India. The broad classifications
of Indian people into Aryan and Dravidian has been popular
with historians more particularly when taking account of
the cultural history of Indian people. Their racial
characteristics have been classified against the anthropological definition of race. In considering race problems
the terminologies of racial elements tend to introduce a
note of confusion. The broad classifications have ethnic
elements, bu.t they are essentially linguistic. Professor
Chatterji views the 0re-Ary~n ani non-Aryan elements in
Dravidian Culture from linguistic and anttropological sources. 12
Some difficulty also ~rises in attempts to trace the actual
home of the Dravidians. While on the one hand a Mediterranean
origin for them finds support,13 it is more reasonable
probably to assume that they are children of the soil. Most
Indian historians would tend to agree with this visw.
Sir Arthur Keith was inclined to regard the Dravidian people
as having evolved from the Veddids, who are characterized by
very short stature and known to be widespread in several parts
of ancient India. 1 4
From linguistics it can be assumed that since very early
ti~es the Dravidians were known as Dramiza, Dramila, Dramida
and finally Dravida. An appellation for them is Termilai

12.

13.
14.

which transformed into the modern name Tamil. Ancient
Indian geographers had marked seven mountain r1:1nges i~
peninsular Irnlia. This lead to a di '.rision of the country
into five zones which was very usefu.l for an examination
of its et:mLc:, linguistic, culta!'al and even politicalhistorical study. India has fifteen great literary
lanct1agen divided into two distinct families. The IndaAryan and Dravidian. The Dravidian languages have four
predominant ones among them: Tamil, TeL1gu, Kannada and
Mala:,ralam. The first two of these are spoken in South
A.trica and oe::.:o.Lu1e Tamil is the predominant one in the group
the name Tamil
often used intet>chanc;eably with Dravidian.
Saver1.l nooks on the hh:;t,Jry of South India, s:reak of the
greatness of SoQth India's rast and "its having reached no
:nei::.n proportion 11 • 15
South Indians are knoNn f~r ~heir
eli~gs of pride in
their cnJ_t .1.ral
scHn':! remorse over the
onliteration thra~gh disastrous floods of many treasures
of Tamil cLtl tu.r•3 • 16 Wr~at .remE.i ns is
rally regarded as
a pal try le ft-over of the grandeu.r of South Indian ci,rili-

~ation of pre-Christian times. The Tolk5ppiam it is
believed ha:;1 been ::or sor::ie three th(.msand years the unfailing
fo;.i.nt
o:t' insoiration for the students and Bcholars of Tamil
sociology. Sev,::!ral other works by whioh st dents generally
assess the grande1.i.r of Tal!lil India's past are r(!animekalai
and Silap:padix:aram; both works havine been coCTposed in
pre-Chri!:3Lian times.

.

1

A serious complaint concer~ing both the antiquity and heights
of attain1u:nt i.n all matters alflong an:.:dent Tamils 7 is lack of
adequate information aboQt them. 3ut the nt1mbar of works
tnat speak of the gre&tness of Hindc1 c1lltt1r~ are legion.

Majumdar, R.C. and Pusalkar, A.D. ed.: History and
Culture of the Indian People. Vol. 1. The Vedic Age
by Suniti K. Chatt~rji, George Allen and Unwin, London 1951
Walker, Benjamin,

Hindu World, Vol. 1.

& Unwin, London, 1968.

George Allen

Keith, A.B.: Review of B.S. Guha's Racial Affinities
of the People of India. Census of India. 1931 in Man
(London) 1936 No. 29.

15.

Paranjothi,

16.

Ibid.

v.:

SaiYa Sid:ihantha,Luzac & Co.

1954.

PP• 1-3·.
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In fact Sen says in a few words what many Indians would
like to believe t) be tru€ of India and reiterate whenever
the opportanity arises: "The early Indian civilization,
as distinct from all other great civilizations and cultures
of the world, has Hindu thought for its background. Nearly
all the other
at civilizations of the ancient world,
Sumerian, Assyrian, Babylonian, Iranian, Egyptian, even
Greek and Roman, lie buried in their ruined cities. The
diligent Dpade of tho archaeologist now and then brings to
light so □ e noble fragment of ~he past, which seems to have
little connection with the present. In India, for un~old
cent;1ries, th0 aspiration and ideas of the Hindus expre:.:rned
through
igion, art, music, literature, manners and the
peculiar str~cture of their society have maintained creative
vitqlity". 1 7 Statements of this natQre appear in numerous
p1.tblications and reflect a sense of great pride that
most Indians have in their early history. This sense of
pride
heightened even more among the Tamils who generally
concern themselves with statements of this nature. Consider
a comment by Thani Naya,:<-':!m: "In certain matters the Dravidian
and. Austric contributior.s are deep,::::r and more extensive than
that of the Aryans. The pre-Aryans of Iv:ohenjo-Daro and
Harappa were certainly in possession of a higher material
culture than what the semi-nomadic Aryans could show 11 • 18
But often too,lese enthusiastic statements concerning
contrib~tions to Indian spiritual culture are made. Then
more sober acknowlejsement is
ven to South Indian indebtedness to northern in.fl11ences. In the religious sphere
perhaps an outstanding feature of religious development is
the growth of several bhakti schools. Fervid expressions

17.

Ser.., Getrude Emerson: The story of Early Indian
Civilizati~n, Orient Longmans, ~adras, 1964.

18.

Thani Nayagam, x.s.: Tamil Culture and Civilization,
Asia Publishing House, London, 1970.
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of devotion and surr~nder to God which found expression
in the hymns of the N'ayanrnars and Alvars were categorised
as vastly different from the dignified devotion of' the
Srimad Bhagvatam. The South Indian schools of Vedic
exegesis lay claim to the honour bestowed on Indian
jevotional schools by three of India's greatest teachers:
Shankara, Ramanuja and Madhva. The enthusiasm with which
this is acknowledged is however sometimes marred by the
fact that the bhakti schools drew inspiration from both
Aryan and Dravidian sources.
Tamil India in ancient times (in the first ten centuries
of the Christian era) consisted of three kingdoms. They
were th.e Ghera kingdom of north-western area of the Tamil
land, the Chola kingdom along the south-east coast and
the Pandyan kingdom which occupied a greater part of the
southern area. The fact that in Tamil,as in Sanskrit and
several other Indian lang11ages1 no less than twelve words
are found to describe a king,indicates the importance and
frequency with which reference is made to a monarch or
leader of kingly qualities. In many instances the word
kina was therefore used rather loosely and did not always
conform to the generally accepted definition of the term.
Early literature gives no clear indication or description
either of the actual functions of the king nor of the
extent to which the divisions of Tamil society were decided
in order that a fair measure of political and social
organisation could be achievf;!d. Social units of every size
and sort were governed by elective assemblies operating
through small working committees similar to the village
panchayat of modern times. Such bodies had a wide variety
of functions. The king was invariably the chief patron of'
the arts and referred to as the Rajarishi - the wisest ruler
whose knowledge of religious affairs was often quite unquestionable. The importance to Tamil society of the king
is therefore evilent in the biographies of four of her
greatest teachers, the well loved and greatly revered
Samaya Acharyas.
14/ •••
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The most important event in the life of Sambandhar was
his visit to Madurai, the capital of the Pandya kingdom.
The king Kun Pandya had been converted to Jainism and
the saddened queen 2'1Tangaiyakarasi implored the boy saint
to save the Saiva faith from extinction. 1 9
Sambandhar's
intervention is regarded as the high water mark of his
illustrious career which completed his life-mission. To
this day Tamils in all parts of the world speak of the
gallant queen's fight for the Saiva faith. In all South
Indian religious practice the glories of Saivism are
extoll~d with pride and rever~nce in the part played by
kings to protect the heritage.

2.

Traditional Modes:

Cultic Expression

The two most predominant modes of cultic expression in
Hinduism are the Saivite and Vaishnavite. The fusion of
religious expression that is recognised today as a
syncretic system of religious ideas had its origins in
an evolutionary tradition beginning with nature worship,
worship of gods and goddesses and a host of ritualistic
beliefs and practices arising from the desire to appease
the Gods or sing their praises. No doubt, from the earliest
ages of' his evolution,belief in God was a prirr:ary concern;
and this belief was fused with social and economic concerns.
In the developmen~ of regional c ture, religious c~lts
a~d w~rAhip constituted important factors. Some of these
cu.l ts an:i modes of worship conti::-1110 even today. Besides
the village gods, spirits were worshipped and so too trees,
rivers, hills and rocks. These natural pheno~ena were thus
seen to develop into local gods, guardian deities of homes
and villages,and in some instances demons,to whom were

19.

Mahadevan, T.lT.P.: Ten Saints of India.
Book University, 1971.

ascribed the causes of diseases and natural disasters
or crop failures. The introduction of ancient cults were
not unmarked by a primitive crudity resulting from beliefs
arisine out of fear and superstition. This has been a
feature of life among the non-Brahmin castes and more
particularly the hill tribes and totem-groups. Toten1
groups were divided into tribes recognised by tribal
narues like Vanniar and Irulan, dominated by particular
ani~al deities such as the Vanaras or monkey tribes, Ajas
or goat tribes, Garudas orkite tribes and i:1atsyas or
fish tribes. 20
T.t.e introduction of Vedic culture into Tamil Nadu has
resulted in the cult of Siva being coalesced with tribal
cults. Possibly the single most i~portant feature of this
fusion is the belief in Subramanya being identified with
r/I11ruga.
cause diucussion on Subramanya ie. dealt with at
length in tbe following chapter, suffice it to say here
that an attempt wilJ. be made to trace the development of
Subramanya of the Aryans,as found in the Puranas as Skanda_,
to i,·:urugan of the Agamas.
The god of the pastoral region - Mullai was the Black God
Mayan, who was a herdsman. He is described in several
works as the "beloved of the mtlk maids". This has also
been su.ggested as the prototype of' the ·Krishna itr.age.
Milk and milk products were offered to him, often mixed
with rice. Pastoral life, unlike life in the hilly region,
affords more opportunities than a hunter's life for indulging
in the delights of love as it also provides occasions for
the temporary r,arti.ng of ]overs. The life of the herdsman
is said to be pleasant and gay anu carefree because. unlike
tl:e hunter whose life :is fraught with some danger he does
the easy work of tending the cattle. Hence the black god
of the h~rdsman is jolly and carefree.

Bhavan's
20.
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Aiyangar, P.T.S.: History of the Tamils from
,Ear1iest Times, Madras. 1978.
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The god of the coastal region was the dreaded god of the
sea. The horn of the terrible shark symbolised him in
the rituals of his fisherman who worshipped him with fear.
They crowded on the sea-coast and prayed and offered
hiu· fish and meat. The joys of life were never denied
them,for despite their non-hygienic habits they lived a
carefree life on most occasions,awaiting the return of
their menfolk from the sea.
The god of the desert, Palai,was the god of the marauders.
Like the hilly tract it was the region where the matriarchate
persisted for a long time. The divi~ity of the desert was
the goddess of victory, Korravai. She was offered bloody
sacrifices, both human and animal, and her devotees were
men of crLi.el deeds. Pe..lai was the dry land associated
with tragic events such as the partine of lovers, and the
travels in dry, hot climes of sandy paths covered with the
bones of the dead.
The Rig Veda, t~e first and most prolific of the four
basic scriptures of the Hinduu., reflects in its Samhi ta
portion,the beh&viour and thought of man standing on the
threshold of religious awakening. While the earlier beliefs
in gods found their basis in a voriety of primitive religious
ideas dominating human behaviour, the transition to Vedic
practices was a development of substantial import. With
men being primarily concerned with materjal existence
momen~s of anxiety were as numerous as they were imminent.
The need for propitiating t~e controllers of power was ever
present, and so too, forces that control this power. Then
too the need for propitiating every conceivable aspect of
nature that appeared to him a source of power or a force of
good or evil became obligatory. His addresses to the earth,
the sun, the moon, the stars, the trees of the fcre~t, fire,
smoke, the creative and ge~erative power of sex organs, the
wind, the rain and death, all became a part of a religious
need for appeasement and supplication.

The more sober judgements of the Aryans had some features
of the nature worship of the Dravidiana. It has been
suggested however that the fusion of Indo-Aryan thinking
with Dravidian was hampered due to fundamental differences
of race and language. A growing caste structure further
exacerbated the difficulties of total contact until overriding similarities in thought and behaviour ultimately
conquered seeming differences in other areas of intercourse.
Thus the Vedic influences were not a one-way exchange of
ideas. The animistic and personal deities depicted in a
variety of images representative of rivers, trees,
mountains, stones, animals and human principles were fused.
While the records reflect a period of prevalence of separate
identities with Aryan flair for sacrificial fires and yajnas
expressed in ritual and mantra and dramatization of mythical
events, the Dravidian love for places of worship, bathing
tanks, tirthas, festivals and orthodoxy, the inevitability
of two-way influence as reflected in all the Vedas and
Agamas became established. The power of Sanskritic articulation, correlated with the primacy of formal Aryan religious
expression, dominated the search for clearer expression; and
this primacy was maintained for all of the following millenia
for all of India and her people.
The religion that in time came to be called Hinduism was
in the making. The advent. of Vedic thinking had arrested
the monopoly of Dravidian indigeneity in all matters of the
spirit. The foundations for ritual, worship and above all
philosophy had been laid and the sophistication of God
concepts ranging from the crudely polytheistic to the highest
flights of abstract absolution had emerged. The Brahminhood
of the Aryans had been introduced into Dravidian society
and the religion called Brahminism came into vogue, perhaps
around 1500 B.C. The word Brahmin denotes a person born in
a Brahmin family or of Brahmin parents and more correctly
denotes a person able to address himself with decorum to the
different gods of the developing pantheon. It came in time
to mean a priest or one who performed priestly duties and
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thus became possessed of the qualities of Brahman. With
the rise of the cult of sacrifice he was entrusted with
all tasks associated with religious duties from the
performance of sacrifices to the writing of poetry
addressed to the gods. A Brahmin soon came to denote a
sage. 21 In the Veda a Brahmin is not really an officiating
priest. He is really one who silently watches the performance
of the Purohita and intervenes only to correct any errors
in officiation and to explain the science of sacrificial
worship. Thus Brahminhood was determined by function and
ability. It has been suggested by some scholars 22 that
in the Rig Vedic age the part of the king and the priest was
held by a single person;but this practice ceased when the
institution of priesthood caCTe into existence and the king
was over-burdened with administrative chores and sacrificial
rituals had been too complex and called for more specialised
ability.
The ability to sing hymns of invocation became an accomplished
art among ancient Hindus. They addressed themselves with
awe and reverence to the,m;ysterious forces which the minds
and hearts of the ancient poets and seers informed them lay
behind every aspect of the visible world of earth, sky and
sea, as well as behind other invisible worlds whose presence
they dimly felt. These forces seemed to them like the gods
and goddesses they began to revere; friendly to worshippers
and ever ready to help,provided the approach was correct
and appropriately devotional. The rites matched by songs,
prayers, dances and rituals were performed with enthusiasm.
The steadfast mountains or hills,the rushing rivers, the
life giving sun, the fertile earth, each and all inspired
devotion and homage and a1J of these made the advancing
religion of the primitives into a searching love for truth
and abiding peace.
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PART

THREE

THE SOUTH AFRICAN SITUATION
1.

Introduction

The Post Master for Natal in 1859 was a certain Mr Collins
who was despatched to Calcutta to persuade the Indian
Government to agree to passing a Bill allowing Indians to
work in Natai. 23 It is u.nlikely that he was familiar with
the system of worship many of the Indians that were
subsequently chosen for passage from India participated in.
His request to them to go to South Africa had the effect
of illiporting into South Africa a religious practice which
had implicit belief in Lord Muruga as its basic theme.
Muruga, the 'god of war' was enshrined in the hearts of
most of the Tamil people who came from the Tanjore District
of Madras Presidency, so it is understandable that the
establishment of their places of worship had to bear the
marks of dedication to Him. Unlike Ares of the Greeks
and Mars of the Romans, Muruga was the livine symbol of a
r~ligion endowed with a vibrancy of feeling that still
marks the fervour of worship at all temples dedicated to
Him. This is particularly noticeable in the two most
i~portant festivals celebrated each year in the temples.
It will however be our task in this section to consider the
transition from worship of Muruga to acceptance of the
philosophy of Saiva Siddhantha as a mode of worship.

2.

Sri Vaithianatha Easvarar Alayam

The Sri Vaithianatha Easvarar Alayam situated in Umgeni
Hoad in Du.rhan is one of the oldest and largest Hindu
temples in South Africa. It was constructed about twenty

23.
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years after the arriv~l of the first group of Indian
immigrants on board the S.S. Truro and to this day
forms the focal point of religious festivities and
worship for a great number of Tamil people in Durban
and its surrounding districts. The temple was built
largely through the influence and generosity of a group
of businessmen who, being aware of the system of worship
popular among their own people, provided the initial
funds necessary for its construction. The temple was
built in three stages to accord with prioral religious
needs.
There is much significance attached to the name of this
temple and most of the worship conducted there is to be
seen against the special role ascribed to God as Protector
of the weak and Healer of the sick. The term Sri is a
respectful one meaning beloved. Vaithanathan is derived
from two Tamil words: Vaithian a doctor and nathan an
overseer; Easvarar is deriv~d from the Sanskrit Ishvara Lord; Alayam is a place of worship or etymologically "a
place where the individual sot1l is united with the Supreme
cr,nl 11 • The Sri Vai thianatha Easvarar Alayam would thus
represent the place where the indivi1ual soul meets the
Supreme Being in His role as Divine Healer of the ills
of the world. It is therefore quite significant that
all worship cond1.1cted here is for the sake not so much
of meeting with spirit~al goals as they are with such
needs as healing the sick, granting Grace to all who may
be in some form of mat~rial want or giving solace and
comfor~ to all who may be troubled in some way or other.
The spiritual goals described by the various schools of
Hind;.i philosophy and theology therefore don't feature
very prominently in worship there. Priority is given to
festivals like Kavadi and worship of Mariamman as healer
of small-pox and other dreaded diseases.

All Hindu Temples are dedicated to a particular deity
or aspect of God,which in most cases conforms to thij
cult affiliations within Hinduism,of which there are
no less than five: Ganapatya, Saura, Sakta, Vaishnava
and Saiva.
The last two of these are by far the most widely practised
and all Hindus in South Africa follow the tenets of either
one of these two practices. At the Alayam at Umgeni Road,
the first and largest shrine is dedioated to Lord Shiva
or ~iva as Tamil people prefer to pronounce the name, the
second to Lord Vishnu and the third to Mariamman, an
aspect of Shakti.
Each year the temple authorities issue a calendar of
events which indicates the festivals celebrated by the
community during the course of a single year. The
programme for the 1981-82 term begins as it does every
year on the thirteenth day of April, which corresponds
with the first day of the year in the Tamil calendar.
The Tamil year is calculated by Hindu astronomers
accord.ing to solar time which also measures a single
year as equivalent to 365 days. Hindu calculations
divide time into eras called Yugas. The most significant
feature of this is the importance given to planetary
conjunctions. Four Yugas are listed. The present one
is named Kali Yuga which began just after the famous
Mahabharata war ended. Kali Yuga or the Iron Age began
as did all the others with all the planets of the solar
system in conjunction at the zodiacal sign of Mesha
(Aries - the Ram). The epoch was fixed according to
this event which occured in the year 3102 B.C. This
would place us in the year 5083. A characteristic
among Tamil people is to calcu.late the years in cycles
of sixty. This is calculated against the time taken
by the planet Jupiter, approximately sixty earth years,
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for one single revolution. Each of the
is given a name. The present year 5083
the name Thunmadi and is referred to in
marking events for Tamil people by that

23
sixty years
is thus given
all calendars
name.

One understands in the light of this method of time
calculation the reason for the prominance given to
many other similar factors of astronomical and astrological
importance. For example, a visit to the Alayam requires
devotees to call at the devasthanam or office where
preliminary business is cond1.1cted. A clerk at the desk
records important information and answers any questions
devotees might have. One sees recorded on a chalkboard
in the office a notice which says that Velli {the planet
Venus) will appear in the western horizon each day
between the 16 May 1981 and the 9 January 1982. Another
notice says that Krithigai {the Pleiades) will appear on
the 9 December 1981 between the hour 2.30 p.m. and
3.30 p.m.
The 13 April 1981 is therefore equivalent to 1 Chitray
5083. The calendar lists no less than forty-nine
festival days to be celebrated during the course of a
single year with each festival being attended by
numbers that vary from about a dozen or so worshippers
on Panguni Uttaram to many thousands on Thaipoosam. The
tasks of the Archagars (priests) are centred on the
celebration of each of these festivals, in addition to
observing the daily rituals and meeting the spirit11al
needs of devotees who come to the temple every single
day of the year for every religious need, ranging from
seeking divine solace in a moment of crisis, to seeking
blessings for a new car. No statistics are available
on the number of cars that are blessed every day,
generally on week days, when car dealers are open for
business. The custom is for people to purchase cars
from a dealer and then go straight to the Alayam for
23/ •• •

blessings before any other use is made of the vehicle.
Similarly, the priest's duties also lie in the performance
of a Grahapravesham ceremony in a home. No person
occupies a new home without an elaborate thanksgiving
ceremony being performed in it beforehand.
The Sri Vaithianatha Easvarar Alayam was established
about one hundred years ago. At the turn of the century
the site was probably regarded as being outside the city.
In fact it stood opposite the old Stamford Hill Aerodrome
which served Durban before her present airport was
constructed. The choice of the site for the Alayam was
considered on the basis of its being situated away from
the city and its surrounding area conducive to a pleasant
atmosphere for prayer. Several trees grew in the spacious
grounds and even at the present time the area is marked
by an atmosphere of religious tranquillity.
The icon is the central focus of popular Hindu worship.
It is through the medium of the icon that the Hindu
approaches God and offers both devotion and veneration.
When a visit to a temple is made at a convenient time
and day outside of a regular festive occasion it is
invariably to accommodate a practical need of divine
assistance in a specific problem involving medical or
perhaps even psychiatric or other attention, or even
financial and family welfare. The icons at the Umgeni
Road Alayam are quite numerous and form part of the
Hindu pantheon. Each of the three shrines contains
the images which are divided into the Saivite, Vaishnavite
and Sakta groups.
There are three main buildings in the grounds of the
Alayam. The first and largest shrine belongs to the
Saivi te tradition and is therefore dedicated to Lord
Shiva and His consort Parvathy. However at this Alayam
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Shiva and Parvathy are known by the names Vaithianatha
and Thayaalnaayagi. It is clear that Lord Shiva is
regarded as a divine healer and therefore represented
here as such. Both Lord Shiva and Lord Vishnu and
Sakti are known by different names in almost every one
of the shrines built in their honour. For example, at
the famous pilgrimage centre at Badrinath in the
Himalayas, Vishnu is known as Narayana; at Puri on the
east coast He is called Jaganatha; at Thirupathi,
perhaps the most popular Hindu shrine in all of India,
He is called Srinivasa; Lord Shiva is known as Nataraja
at Chidambaram; Vaithianatha at the famous shrine is
Mayavaram and by other names at several other shrines
in other parts of the country. In South Africa the
same pattern is followed with the present Alayam being
known as Sri Vaithianatha Easvarar Alayam. Several temples
built by the Tamil commtlni ty in ::)urban at approximately
the same time follow this pattern of naming the deity
either after a famous shrine in India or a popular deity
of the Hindu pantheon. Th1ls the fi rf:t templf3 built in
South Africa at
.vL1.n,ls is t1pecific2..lly called a
Narainaswamy Temrla while an equally well known one at
C
rwood is cal le J n :::u.b:camanya Temrle.
The second building standing in the middle is smaller
and dedicated to Lord Vishnu and the third to the Goddess
Mariamman an aspect of' Sakti. The Temple to Vishnu is not
known by any specific epithet. The hlariammen Temple is
simply referred to as Amman, which means Mother.
On al'rival at the Alayam devotees woL1.ld either choose
the £pecific shrine at which they wish to worship or
worship at all three shrines. Devotees remove their
shoer:i and then make a tri11]E: circumambulation around each
of the shrines. This is symboljc and representative of
a pilgriojage. The shrine itl::.,elf is an object of veneration,
treated with respect becbuse it houses the living God.
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One shows veneration to His abode by regarding it as
sacred and therefore one makes a triple circumambulation
with hands clasped together in an attitude of humble
salutation. Apart from the three buildings there is a
small ehrine outside the Vishnu Teffiple built in honour
of Hanuman. Hanuman in the Vaishnavite tradition was
a friend and servant of Lord Rama, an incarnation of
Vishnu. Devotees therefore make a triple cicu.mambulation
around the Hanuman Temple as well in order to show respect
for the great friend and :ievotee of God.
Outside the Siva temple one sees the following objects:
a flag pole, balipeedaw and the two statues of' :Kandi
and Mahilvahanam. The flag pole is used on festive
occasions wheu the banner is hoisted to signify tbe
ceremony and the fact ttat. s. fErnti val tn honour of one
of t.r1l~ dei ti ei.:.,. is ir1 proer~~ss. One also pays obeisance
to Nandi, t:1e favou1·i te pet bull of Shivs,~nd r.~ahilvahanam,
the pea_cock frj er1d of l\/Iuruge.. Mahi1 is peac·ock and Vahanam
a vehicle that rr.t1ruga uses for travel arounc.1 the
celestiaJ. universe. Between the two brothers, Muruga
and Ganesba, while ~1ruga chose the proud peacock as his
vel1icle or mode of transport, Ganesha chose the despised
and hated mouse (cmsika) as a sign of his humility and
wi] lingness to befrierJd. the lowliest of God's creatures.
All the devotees that come to the shrine are expected to
pay obeisance to Balipeedam - the stone orb which stands
outside each shrine. This is very highly revered at each
telliple because obeisance to Balipeedam is in fact a
commitment to denude oneself of all evi1 and wicked
thoughts and more especially evil f'eelings against one's
fellow bei~gs. Balipeedam is an altar, a symbolic
representation of a sacrificial altar, on which one
sacrifiues the evil of one's pernona1jt;y for the sake
of purity and goodness when meeting God within the shrine.
One then enters the shrine by ringing a small bell which
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hangs at the doorway to the Temple. By "ringing'' is
meant merely touching the bell in such a way as to make
a symbolic sound. Sound is creative; the belief is
that God created the universe by uttering a single
sound. Nataraja holds in his hand a drum which is
representative of the creative sound. Sound thus
becomes in Hindu mythology a creative symbol.
Within the precinct of the Shrine dedicated to Lord
Shiva, one sees tlH:: following icons:- Facing the main
ha11 in front arceo the three most venerated f'igures in
tbe Saivite pantheon. Gonosha is probably the most
beloved of all the deities in t~e Hindu pantheon. He
is the son of Shiva and Parvathy and the one always
invoked before any other deity; not only in prayer but
in all the
rforming arts as well - no musical concert
is even renderHd without the first item being dedicated
to Ganesha. He is seen with the head of an elephant,
derived, in the mythological story, through a misunderstanding with his father. The over-protective son in a
fight with Shiva who returned home after an absence of
many yea.rs loot his head and had it replaced with the
head of an elephant. Ganesha is revered as the wisest
and the noblest of God's children, the beloved scribe
whom Vyasa chose to assist him when he wrote his famou.B
epic, the Mahabharata.
The central niche,known as Mulasthanum,houses the
Shiva lingum. This is by far the most famous and best
known of creative and regenerative symbols in the Hindu
pantheon. It still holds a strong fascination for a
large group of people, who see ii. as a medium of religious
worship. It appears however to be losing the favour of
young people, who find less meaning in it as a symbol of
religious consciousness. Expressions of religiosity
within the pantheon and within the Hindu community,
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vary greatly and the various objects of worship receive
the veneration known among people at any ~articular.time.
The third mulasthanam or niche to the right of Shiva
lingum is the one dedicat~d to Lord Muruga and his
conscrts Valli and Devayanai. Muruga is the younger
son of Shiva and Parvathi and brother of Ganesha.
Many ~tories abound on the adventures of his life and
His Grace as the meaning of religious consciousness.
Along the northern wall of the shrine are two further
niches which hold two more important murthis. The first
houses the image of Thayalnaayagi 1 the Consort of Shiva,
and the second niche the image of Nataraja the dancing
Shiva. Several other photographs and images of the
great Saints of South India are also found.
Two further objects of great veneration within the Shrine
are Navagraha the representation of the nine planets in
the sohtr system. A very highly revered form of religious
practice among Hindus is tbe sanction of the stars and
planets. No religious ceremony among Tamil people is
ever regarded as worthy of consideration if it does not
receive the approval of an authority who meets the
requirements of almanacal sanction. Hindu astrologers
have been known to make predictions on the correct times
for the execution of a religious ceremony,and this practice
is still adhered to among a large number of people as is
evidenced by visits to the Temple. Numerous ceremonies
are conducted and invariably the Panchangam or almanac
is consulted for the best times and dates on which they
can be perforn,ed.
Perhaps the most famous and most revered icon in the
whole shrine is Sornaskanda symbolising Lord Shiva's
family.
The murthi itself is supposed to represent
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family honour and unity. It takes the form of Shiva as
Soma, because of the crescent moon, Uma, or Parvathy,
and Skanda the baby between them. Thus Som-uma-skanda
is called Somaskanda and is venerated for family wellbeing.
At the entrance to the Shrine one sees a small statue
of Sandikesvara, the young boy who according to mythology
is the most devoted of devotees and worshippers Lord
Shiva has ever had. So great was his devotion to God
that he earned an eternal place as one of the chief
messengers of the Lord. An approach to God is considered
more beneficial if it is made with the help of Sandikesvara.
The last important image in the Shrine is referred to as
Uttss.va Murthi, the movable image of Lord Muruga. This
is kept in the shrir1e and only used on festival days when
it is decorated and carried around the. grounds of the Temple
as part of the ceremonies that are cond'...lcted. This image
is carried around the grounds.
Originally the ceremony
required that it be carried arounJ the streets of the city
to inform the townspeople of the celebration of the feast
of Muruga. The practice is still common in India and was
practised i.n South Afr, ca some years ago. In recent times
theceremony has been confined to the temple grounds. The
imuge is carried arou~d by a number of devotees who sing
and dance in his name. This image is well decorated with
flowers, is smeared with sandal
te, incense is lit,
camphor is offered and fruit ofFerings placed before it.
The whole imaee
carriel on a palanquin and all the
while devotees are exrected to revere it with song and
music and dancing, v1hile also shouting prc.it•es and
extollinc His greatness. This is o
red as a mark of
respect to ~-,:ur1Jga by devotees who revere Him as the
greatest deity of V8n8ration among His people.
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On any day of the week if a worshipper chooses to visit
the Temple he would be allowed to witness the daily
rituals performed. Ritual ceremonies are performed seven
days i.n the week and follovv an ordered course. My
informants at the temple were two of the priests and the
temple manager-clerk, who gave me some information on the
rit~als performed daily.
The first ritual is known as abishegam performed at about
6.00 a.m. every morning.
It consists of a ritualistic
bath rerforn·ed on each of the images. Water is poured on
each image while the
ests chant a number of prayers.
After the bath each image is givrm n0.w •Jlothes - alankaram.
t{aivedyam is then given by wh.i.ch the atmospbere of pleasantne □ s is created through the lighting of incense sticks.
Finally food offA~ing is made in the form of sanctified
sativic food - Prasadam. Even food that is specially
offered has to consist only of milk and fruits and must
be specially uondt1cive to gracio,rn feeling. Thu.s food has
to be strictly vegetetrian and of the best q'lali ty.
Each day the cer2mony lasts approximately three hou:r·s
because the sane ceremony is condt1cted in connection
with every image in all the three shrines. This is the
time given for
rformance of worship ot1 ordinary days.
On spacial days however the ceremonies could go on for
a much longer time.. The special days are listed on the
calen:iar issued by the Alayarn au.thori ties. ff.embers of the
public are we]cnrne to attund each ceremony.
On sowe days of the year peo
attend t se ceremonies as
well as Lhe more s r;ec i
ones ths.t help to
fil any
naod of each worshipper. Som8times people
choose to pray
r tb~ allR ation of problems resulting
from several caases. For 8xam;;,le, young wor:1en who ha\ring
reached marriageable age, Lave di fficuJ.ty in Jinding sui t.1:1ble
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partm~ rn. Visits t ,) the templ8 are made anrl
rre..yerr, are offered. Women unable to bear
children have special rrayers
rformed on their behalf.

recei v1;i them". 24 I1Iurur a is tht1s worshipped by all people
in the Tamil country more especially among the hill tribes
where his epithets are known most widely.

Other days regarded as auspicious days for prayer are
A.ntcwasai (New Moon :!)ay), Paowernani (fuJ l moon day)
ekadasi (the eleventh day aiter full moon and new moon)
ld rthi[;:1.i., Sashti and Sath1irthi.
The dates are specially
::ark,:;d off through astrological calculation and are therefore regaraed as specially auspicious. Of astrological
importance too is the number 108 or 1J08 whic::h is the
rni01h;::1r of times that chantine, could tal:e place with each

The earliest records available on the worship of .Muruga
are found in the Rig Veda. In Vedic literature Indra
and Agni feature as gods of war. In the Rig Veda Agni's
connection with war is mentioned several times. He is
invok1-1,i in battle (Rig Veda S,43.21) and described as the
'god of war'. Muruga is however mentioned as the child
of Agni. This is however with reference to Skanda Kartikeya
who is described in the Mahabharata as the offspring of
Agni. But Skanda-Kartikeya in modern worship among Tamil
people as Muruga,son of Shiva,and Parvathy,and brother of
Ganesha, is a fairly recent phenomenon and granted only
through later PuTanic interpolations.

'.,'✓ oruhip

of Lord Mur1.1 5 a

t popu.lar form of worshi :· and the u.:.os t
elaborate of ril~~l cerellionJcs p~ armed at the Umgeni
~o
AJ.ayaru is that ~nnnucted with
Eavadi festival
whi8h occurA twice a year. The fi.r~t is the Chi trapi.1rvam
in tho month of Chitray (the first in the
Tamil :::!ale:L!.ar) and thr: sec~ond Thai ~••)osam which comes in
Thai. .qt a1v,u t January or Febru.ary. Tl'le whole point of the
cerewony is worship of God rep.resented in Hindu lore as
T-/Iurnga an1l li:nown among worshippers by several other names.

By far tlki

:r~,JD

The exact reasons for the popQlarity of worship of Lord
l·1Turc.i.gs are not clear as its ori3"i.nB are lost in ant .i.qui ty.
There a.re howev~r several sitggcsted ex:planat i.ons. That
I1~ur:i.ga is known by many nawes is explained by the fact of
his popularity, by the many mythological lege::nds that
abound and above al 1. by the e ..'.'i the.>:, ::1:1i.::-f.:':8 et i ve of his
~bili~y to alleviat~ misery ~nd u~~appiness. There is
however the most popular of notions that occur within
the broader framework of Hindu theology and mythology
and that is, 0 th.at as my devotees approach me, so do I
31/ •••

Reference to Skanda Kartikeya is made in the Rig Veda
and select recensions of the other Vedas. It is however
in the Satapatha Brahmana that Skanda Kartikeya takes on
a modified form and comes into his own as Skanda Kartikeya
Kumara. The epithets c~ntioned appear to reveal that his
popularity was heightened by the fact that young maidens
so~ght to worship him so that they could be blessed with
sans possessing all the noble qualities described in the
epithets given to him. The popular ones among them are:
Visvuvid, all knowing; Visvavedas - possessed of all
knowledge; Kavi - poet sage and Kavikratu - possessing
the intelligence of a sage.
Skanda is ~owever mentioned in the Chandogya Upanishad
where he is sometimes identified with Sanatkumara. He
is also popularised in both the great epics, more
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particularly the Mahabharata, where his birth is described.
It is however in the Puranas that he comes into his own
as a Jod of war and a warrior of great note and merit.
Thus the popularity of Skanda in northern India comes
after worshif) of Agni and Indra. The lovableness of
':3hiv-a an:i Parvathy expls.ii~.S the e.n.dearmentof Skanda and
the spread of this popularity to South India came after
the composition of the Skanda Purana.
In South India Muruga aptears in almost all the more
popular works of the Sangam period. The better known
ones are Tolkappiam and Peru Panattrupadai. Both these
are lengthy works of Tamil prose. The most famous work
dedicated to Muruga however is a poetic work entitled
Thirumurugarrupadai written by Nakkirar in about the fifth
cent1.1ry A. I). T.ais poem is extremely popular among all
Tamil people bu.t unfo rt;,1.nately is not well known in S01..ith
Africa. The poem consists of 317 lines and opens with
praises to God rr.:uruga. It speaks of heavenly damsels
and other celestials t~at dance and sing in his honour.
A major part of the work however is devoted to extolling
his greatness and describes how His Grace is showered on
all devotees wlio dedicate theomelves to Him.
Four important shrines along with several others are also
mentioned in Thirumurugaruppadai. The most popular are
Thiruparankunram, Thiruchiralavai, Thiruvavinakudi and
Thiruveragam. Each of the shrines is mentioned in the
poem and still is a popular place of worship and pilgrimage.
It is interesting to note that all of these shrines are
situated on hill tops. !i;uruga is known as Seyon or
the Red god. He is also repeatedly referred to as a hill
god or the god of the high mountain. The fact that today
Mur1ga is known by so many names is probably explained by
the suggestion that he was originally a god of the Tamil
country later identified with SkanJa Kartikeya of the
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Puranas and ultimately coalesced with Subramanya who
has similar characteristics. It is remembered that
both 11uruga and Skanda. were gods of war, or more
correctly gods of the hill tribes, constantly engaged
in war or perhaps more correctly, minor skirmishes with
marauders from neighbouring farms and villages.
Thaipoosam usually occurs in January or February. The
South African situation obviously does not lend itself
to o~serving the festival in quite the way done in India
or more particularly any of the famous shrines dedicated
to .Muruga. But the popularity of the festival even in
South Africa is as strong today as it has ever been. In
fact temrle authorities both at the Alayam in Durban and
the r,Telrose Temple in Johannesburg speak of a growing
number of people who participate in the festival and all
the ri tuale connected with it. Devotees take vows to
"carry 11 Kavadis perhapc 0ven for three years in succession.
In all inBtances as i'cir as is known the decision to carry
kavadi or rather to participate in the ceremony is
engendered by a wish for relief from some disturbance
such as physical ill health or a personal problem. The
specific ai~ of spiritual growth or spiritual satisfaction
is seldo~ the direct cause for participation. However in
some instances people do try to familiarise themselves
with some of the notions concernine the mystic ascent of
the soll.l to God. Because the body happens to be an
instrument of this ascent it is subjected to some form of
penacce. The rituals that people take part in don't really
reflect any form of commitment to spiritual release. So
although some reference is sometimes made to an awakened
spiri~ual consciousness this seldom features in a kavadi
ceremony where the bhakta' s primary concern is with the ·
amelioration of suffering.
Two publications produced in South Africa refer to the
Kavadi
festival. These are:
...
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Kuper, Hilda;

The Indian People in Natal,
Press, Connecticut, 1974.

Greenwood

Meer, Fatima;

Portrait of Indian South Africans, Avon
House, Durban, 1969.

i.

ii.

One removes the darkness and ignorance of the
world and bathes it in light.
The second gr2nts boons to His devotees. Hence
the popularity of worship where it ie hoped
difficulties may be removed.
The third face protects the sacrificHe made to
Him.
The fourth discourses upon the knowledge of the
Vedas.
The fifth destroys evil demons.
The sixth gl~nces lovir.gly at the face of Valli,
his bride from the hills.

It is for this reason that the custom of performing a
Kavadi ceremony varies for particular shrines. In South
Africa the Kavadi ceremony is only condu.cted twice a
year at all Muruga temples. But in places like the Palani
Hills or any of the shrines mentioned in Na.kkir.ar's famous
poem Kavadi ceremonies can be performed almost every day
of the year.

iii.

The festival itself is largely a relic of primitive
reli6ion and is popular among the peasant communities.
He ie still known as the god of the tribes and hilly
regions. As the god of the hunters he carries a velor
spear, so anoth8r epithet would be, Velan, He who carries
a spear. Priests at all his shrines sometimes wear garlands
of venLai flowers around their necks.

:During the Kavudi cerernon;y devotees in procession invoke

The festival is alno kno~n to vary somewhat at each shrine.
Young maidens were originally responsible for planting a
banner which bears the emblem of a cock and offered to Him
in worship incense sticks, cooked rice and if possible a
f~olk dance performed to tuneful melodies. The practice
at the Alayam and several other places in South Africa is
for the archagar and his assistants to do this. So during
the ten days in which the festival is held one would be
able to see the flag flying at the Ghrine and devotees
acknowledge the period of penance.
A popular epithet for the deity ae;airi is Aruumgam.

It is
even give~ to babibs as a common
rst name and has been
a popular one among many Tamil families. Arumugam means
si:x faces. Each face thus n1arks its own sit;nifieance.

iv.
v.

vi.

His holy na.mE~ and carry kairadis 01· ornamented bamboo poles,
to which are b1ng small pot8 containing milk, sugar, honey,
flowers, f:r1.tit. rturuga is said to have b1.:>en eu:icwE-,d_ with
strny all the ills tbat fJesh is heJr to. He
powe1'.' to
:iestroysalso the Cj•cla of birtb and. death and frees the
devotee
an act of self-annihil.ation for ~edemption.
In some instanceEi acts of personal punishment ir: the form
of piercing the body witb needles or even walking on
burnin& coals has been desc1Tbed as an act of atonement
to wir: tb.e Grace of Lord :Mun,ga. Many a devotee worships
to free hirn::ielf from r.r.:isery and affliction. And Lord
T-.'i'.u.ruga the !)ivine Teacher grants the gifts of Liberation
to al] who seek to worship Hirr, with unflinching devotion.
All worship in this tradition appears to reflect a mode
of conceptualJsation which gives to ritual a certain
utility value. This further reflects a concept of
spirjtual consciousne:as emanating from the interdependence
between society and its reli 0 ious affiliation. The use
of symbols reflects the attitude that man's consciousness
takes in response to reality. Ernst Cassirer for example
observes that ancient civilisation and primitive peoples
made use of tr.;.e mental activity we call mythical in which
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human consciousness was specified once and still is. 2 5
Mythical consciousness does not differ·entiate between
concept and reality since things are accepted for what
they are experienced as being. For mythical consciousness the sense of the sacred rests on the glory and
supremacy of daring exploits and objects of enthrallment. Objects whether animate or inanimate that
sufficiently stio~ulate the mind of man to beyond normal
experience are endowed with a life of their own and are
considered even as being sacred. The mythical mind
does not separ&te what a thing is experienced as being
from the place is not regarded abstractly, but is
identified with the mythical and symbolises sacredness.
For the mind of thB primitive, the location, the form
and the divine are a relationshif of necessity. Mythical
consciousness tries to concretise reality itself. If the
modern n:ind tries to see a representation in myth or
symbolises in objects of worship, it does so against the
experience of identity known to tr:e prirr.itive. Thus
symbol and ceremony are not representative of the sacred
but are completely identified with it. The symbol and
ritual not only determine a value ttrough objective
representation, they formulate an identification and
lead through to experience of transcendental consciousness.

3.

The headquarters of the Saiva Siddhanta Sungam is situated
at 37 Derby Street, Durban where a modern new building,
now Ltnder construction, will provide all. the necessary
facilities for participation in its programme. A
discussiol'.l with Sw 1a.mi. ~3i vanund:1 Navaler on the work and
ideals of the movement reveals t t since its inception
in 1937 it ha,3 grown tremendo:i;gly. Swami Siva.nanda Navaler
controls the affairs of the Sunga~ both as Spiritual Head
and chief administrator. The movement consists of branches
throughaat South Africa, each managed by a G~ru and
spiritual adviser. Among the branches that own substantially
large buildi.~gs at present are,the Chatsworth, Pietermaritzburg and Estco1.1rt branehes. T~:e braneh at Lenasia is in
the process of constructing a temple and related facilities.

Saiva Siddhanta Sungam

The founder of the Saiva Siddhanta Sungam is referred
to as the Guru Swamigal. He chose tl:e name Sri Siva

25.

Soobramania Guru Swamigal after being ordained into the
order which he founded in 1937. Few members of the
Tamil community are able to speak of any direct face to
face meeting with him. It becomes obvious however after
meeting with people like Swami Sivananda Navaler, the
pra~ent Spiritual Head of the Sungam and some others,
that he must have been a very devout and dedicated
person who was deeply conscious of the need for a totally
new approach to religious matters among Tamil people.
There is evidence of his having attended kav~di festivals
as the deaiaion to search for a new form of worship
became strong and urgent after the kavadi experience.

Cassirer, E.: Language and Myth.
Langer, Dover.
1961.

In all literature iss~ed by the Saiva Sithantha Sungam the
word.s Sithantha and S1.L:1gam are spelt th1:rn: Sithantha,
Sungam. I pref~r however to use the spelling accepted by
~adras University.

Tr. by Susanna K.
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Al] branches of the Suneam are expected to follow a
regular pattern in the organisation of their religious
services. At one of the regular meetings of the gurus
of all tl1e
- branch cen t res a decision was taken to hold
·
P ra._yer serv·ic e s a t precisely
9.00 a.m. every Sunday
morning. The pattern is strictly followed. A hymnal
published by the Sungam explains the pattern of worship
to be followed and gives other information of use at
prayer services. The pattern commences with a prayer,
followed by the singing of hymns. Hymn singing is
interspersed with readings from scripture followed b;
chants, congregational response and a sermon by the Guru.
A prayer service laAts approximately one hour and closes
with prayer. At each service a col]ection is taken, and ash
is applied to the forehead as a sign of having attended
a prayer service. Prayers for the sick and other
intercessory
prayers by the Guru and congregation are
.:::omm.on. The ash that is used is actually a powdery
substance generally imported from India. The singing of
hymns is always accompanied by organ rr:.usic; the orean
being the harmoniu~ a well known Indian musi;al instrument.
I have had the OPI,ortuni ty to ;:~t tend services on several
occasions at the Sungam in Lenasia, Durban and Pietermaritzbur~.
At eacn' o~
c
~ th
.ese centres the prayer services
are held in exactly the same way. Each of the gurus in
control of the services wears a white tunic during the
service. In each centre too there appears to be a growing
interest in the religious services ancl work of the Sungam
with the implication that Tamil people are now being
introduced to a new system of worship and religious
affiliation.
The Swami Sivananda Navaler is in control of all the
affairs of the Saiva Siddhanta Suntam in South Africa
more particularly at its headq1:iarters in Durban. As a
visitor there, one witnesses the slow progress being
made on the constru_ction of the building to serve the
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headquarters. The present difficulty with fund-raising
is not expected to last too long as response on the part
of the community is generous and willipg whenever appeals
are made for funds.
The Sungam envisages a large community hal~ which is
already complete, a dining hall, museum, administrative
offices and prayer hall. The Sungam's present and
immediate objective is the completion of this building
project so that its services in the more important areas
of spiri t;.;1.al service can continue. Religious services
are however being held at the community hall temporarily.
Recently the Sungam has also been able to acquire some
land. at Asherville in Durban,where it hopes to house its
printing press. The Sungam has already been able to acquire
a printing press and other machinery and much printing
work has been done already. The Sungam has also negotiated
for the establishment of an old age home in Verulam.
It bas investigated the possibilities of establishing
a branch centre in Mauritius in addition to establishing
contact with the Saiva Siddhanta Maha Samajam in Madras,
India and the S&iva Siddhanta Church of Hawaii in the
United States of America.

An important fe~ture of the assistance the Sungam has
rendered to members of its congregation and the public
at large is the celebration of weddings. A Hindu wedding
ceremony usually is very elaborate due to the rituals and
other cer-2monies that require attention. Very often costs
and other difficulties make functions of this nature
prohibitive to some families. The Sungam has been able
to render sreat assistance by offering to conduct services
for members of the Tamil and other communities. The Swami
conc.u.cts the wedding ceremony and members of the Sungam
help with the catering of dinner or refreshments. In
this way the Sungam has been able to help families with
40/ •••
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arran6 ements for weddings and in return for these services
it receives donations which have been able to assist its
own funJ-r:.iising efforts.
It is however in the field of spiritual affiJiaticn that
the Sun6 am has been able to render maximum assistance to
its neople. Its regular services seek to emphasize the
importance of prayer and a spiritually pure and morally
clean life. The Sungam does not encourage its members
to carry kavadis. Even on the Chi traparvam and Thaipoosam
festivals it does not observe the ceremonies one witnesses
at ternples througho1..1t the co11ntry.
The name Saiva Siddhanta combines the terms Saiva and
Sicidhanta which, while poi!1ting to the similarity of
this school with other schools of S~ivism, also help to
distinguish it from them in several respects. Lord Siva
is the Supreme Godhead of this system which draws it close
to other schools of Saivism. Its divergence however lies
in its acceptance of the theological position of Siddhanta
as the "accomplished end" and s11prerne goal of life.
The
Sungam has not 'issued any literatu.re specifically related
to its spiri t,,1.al goalt'?. Al though these are mentioned in
broch~res and pamphlets that it issues, and also in the
books that it has published on the lives of the great
Saitta belongine to Saivism, it makes no direct appeal
for a firm
commitment to the goal. The services that
are neld, ap~i.!'t from those held recularly every Sunday
morning, geno2.rally try to observe an:l encourage a commitment
to the worship of Lori Sivs. The three most notable of
these are Sivaratri, Sakti ?uja and Karthigai Deepam.
Sivar·at:r-i is the 'night of Siva' which occu.rs in Febr:iary
or ~arch of each ye&r, Sakti Puja is usually
c.:~leb1·ated in. Au.gLrnt or Septr:;mber anri Kcirt
i Deer,am in
Decemb-sr.
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All the other schools of Saivism, apart from Saiva
Sid<lhanta, while accepting Lord Siva as the Supreme
end oi' life present according to this system a prima
facie view which it says needs to be transcended by a
proved conclusion. All other schools of Saivism have
yet to reach the final truth which is Siddhanta attained only through the Saiva Siddhanta system.
Saiva Siddhanta is therefore according to this system
of worship and philosophy, the highest faith, the
accomplished goal to which all other schools aspire.
Saiva Sidi~anta lit~rature consists of the followi~g
coll.Bctive works, most of them composed in Tamil by
the Saiva saints:

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

The Saiva Agamas
The Vedas
Siva J;una Bodham
The Twelve Thirumi.1rai
The I{anmarai

In visits tu the Sungam and attendance at services one
seldom enco'.lnters any dtscussion on the actual canonical
works of Saiva Siddhanta. It appears that most worshippers
are content with the devotional asrects of worship which
re:::it on prayer and the singine of hymns. The voluminous
literatire which contains the teachings of Saiva Siddhanta
do not feature v,:::;ry prominently in the religious work of
the Sungam at present. The Swami does however have plans
to embark on an elaborate teachi~g programme as soon as
present bui l:ling work is complete.
The Teachings of Saiva Siddhanta
In the follmvine section we take a look at some of the
i~po~tant feat~res of Saiva Siddhanta and those aspedts
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of its teachings that have some bearing on life in South
Afr~ca. Although the five authoritative sources listed
above are important to the whole theology of this school
of thought, the teachings of the Sungam appear to rest
heavlly on inspiritation drawn from the Thirumurai. For
this reason a brief outline is given of the teachings of
Saiva Sidd.hanta with some discussion on the Thirumurai and
the Saints who feature in the work.
The first systematic treatment on Saiva Siddhanta was
attempted by Meykander in the thirteenth century in his
great work called the Siva Jnana Bodham. However, the
Saiva Agamas are, together with the hymns of the Saiva
Saints and the philosophical works of the later thinkers,
the most important sot1rces of Saiva Siddhanta. NambiAndar-Nambi compiled, perhaps in the eleventh century,
the canonical literature which has since been regarded
as the standard reference to this system. The main thesis
of Meykandar's work is as is indicated by the title: Siva
is One, Supreme and Indivisible; Jhana is true knowledge
of this; and Bodham is total, practical realisation of it.
Saiva Siddhanta has its two-fold ground of authority in
the Vedas and Saiva Agamas, which confirm that Siva 1s
that Supreme Reality and that the jiva or individual soul
is of the same essence as Siva. Unlike the Advaitic school
however, it disclaims absolute identity between the
individual jiva and Brahman. Saiva Siddhanta discusses
through its doctrine of the three padarthas or categories
the nature of God, bound souls and bondage itself. The
state of human experience is understood when one understands Pati (God), Pasu (the soul) and pasa (bondage),
together with the thirty six tattvas or principles which
constitute the world, the reality of which is not denied
as it may be in other sys·tems.

Siva the supreme, ultimate Reality is omniscient,
omnipotent and omnipresent in addition to being
gracious, pure, uncaused and free of any impediments.
Through His Sakti or Power - he causes the material world
to come into existence. All events in the world, all
sufferine are caused by the impure state of the soul.
The soul is covered by impurity or mala also called
anava, which causes the soul to become unaware of its
inherent, latent purity and spirituality. The remedy
for all ills lies in knowledge or jnana. The actions
required to redeem the soul are carried out by the kriya
sakti or conative power of God.
Maya is the material cause of the universe. 26 In its
unmanifest form it is described as imperceptible, partless,
indestructible and eternal. Maya is responsible for the
thirty six tattvas or principles, both pure and impure.
Maya in its primal state is suddha-maya which gives rise
to the five pure principles of siva-tattva, sakti-tattvas,
sadasiva-tattva, isvara-tattva, and suddha-vidya-tatva.
Lord Siva functl.ons through these five pure principles and
produces the bodies of organs, worlds and objects of
enjoyment for the adhikara-muktas or pure souls. However,
asudha-maya is the cause of the mat,9rial world. From it
evolve the bodies, organs, worlds and objects of enjoyment
for the impure jivas. From asudha-maya also comes prakritimaya which in turn rises to the twenty-four tattvas which
include the gross elements, ether, air, fire, water and
earth and their qualities of sound, touch, colour, taste
and odour; manas, buddhi, citta, and ahankara which
constitute the internal organs; the five organs of action
and the five organs of knowledge. The whole process of

26.
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Bombay. 1971.
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creation is for the sake of the liberation of souls.
In this respect Saiva Siddhanta shares with many other
schvols the concept of liberation of the soul.
Souls are by nature infinite, all-pervading and allknowing. They believe however that they are finite,
and limited in all ways due to the presence of bonds
(pasa) - anava, karma and maya. These three bonds are
also called malas or impurities. Anava is the original
impurity which gives the soul or jiva its erroneous
notions about itself. This limitation imposes upon the
soul its habits of good or bad. These acts constitute
the second bond called karma. The third mala is provided
by maya which gives to the soul objects of enjoyment and
the instrument of struggle and knowledge. Through maya
the soul gets knowledge of a very limited kind but helps
it along nonetheless in its growth towards freedom.

I

The soul learns by long experience that nothing good
comes out of samsara. Both good and evil actions bind
the soul, so only indifferent actions enable the soul to
receive the Grace of God, through which it is finally
released. The path to salvation proceeds along four
stages:i.

Carya which stands for external acts of worship
like cleaning the temples, gathering flowers for
God or the Ishtam of one's choice. This is also
called dasa-marga the path of the servant. Its
proximate goal is salokya residence in the realm
of God. In the teachings of Saiva Siddhanta which
is closely related to the lives of the four great
saints of Saivism, Thirunavakarasu is held out as
the supreme example of this kind of religious
struggle.
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ii.

iii.

iv.

The next stage is called kriya marked out by acts
of intimate service to God. This path is known as
sat-putra-marga, the path of the good son. The
objective of this discipline is samipya, attaining
the nearness of God. The saint who comes closest
to f~lfilling this role was Sambandhar.
The third discipline is Yoga which means union.
Union is inner contemplation and worship. Through
this method the devotee becomes more intimate with
God as a friend with a friend. Therefore the path
is called sakta-marga, the path of friendship. It
leads to sarupya, gaining the form of God. SunderamuEthi was the saint who became the perfect example
of this form of religious discipline.
All of thP- three stages mentioned so far are regarded
as preparatory stages of development in the journey
that the soul takes to perfection. The direct means
to perfection is jhana or knowledge. The path is
called san-marga becat1se it takes the soul straight
to sat which is God. Its fruit is the ultimate
human goal which is sayujya, union with God. This
union is called adv&ita in Saiva Siddhan~a but does
not imply the concept of Advaita Vedanta. It does
not mean non-difference; it means only non-separateness from God. Even in the state of release, the
soul is entitavely different from God. But it then
shares in the nat~re of Siva. It becomes similar
to God in that it regains its infinitude, pervasiveness
and om~1isc nee. God in this system is always Siva.
In the Stlddha avastha state it become a redeemed soul,
a Jivanmukta at first, and then, when it sheds its
body, and becomes a released soul, it enjoys the
bliss of fellowship with Siva.
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In tae teachings of the Saiva Siddhanta Sungam great
emphasis is placed upon the teachings of the four great
Samaya-acharyas of the Saiva faith. In fact these
teachers are revered in the Tamil community and even
at the Alayam in Umgeni Road the birth anniversary of
each of theBe saints is celebrated. Every calendar
i.ssued to Tamil people according to the Tamil year makes
special ~ention of Guru Pujai, the four dates of the
year where the birth arinivers&ry of each of the teachers
is remerribered. In sermons at the Sungam' s services
throughout South Africa the names of the four great
teachers 8re mentioned with great reverence.
Narubi-And~r-Nambi was the compiler of the devotional
work known as the Thir1.1ruu.rai. Origj_nally written in
twelve volumeo the work is now reduced ir. size to a
compact volume published only in Tamil• It goes by another
narue Puhal-nul or 'wri.tjngs of praise' and is very
easily the rr:Cf3t popular work ir Tamil. religious literature.
From it one draw:3 ir.epi:r'Etion an,~ information on the
lives of ~ach of the saints whom Tamil feople recognise
as the supre11H::! examples of Sair:thood found in the Tamil
country. They are significant not only for their writings
but above all for the personal witnens they bore of the
Gr~ce of Siva as attested to in ttejr lives.
The iin.:,,t seven short vol,dJH:lfJ of tbe ThLrumurai consist
of the Tevarmn hymns of the tl:r(~e sai.nts Sambandar,
Aprar, and S _rndarc1:r. The eighth work j_s callAd Thiruvacagam
written by Manikavasagar. The n:intli work by Sentanar is
called Thirupallandu. Thi.rumular' s Thi rumandiram forn:s
the tenth work in the collection. Several other poetic
compositions, some of Nandi-Andar-Nambi himself, form
the eleventh volume. The famous S~kkirar wrote "Periya
1

Puranam" which forms the twelfth work.

The works of the Samaya Kuravar who wrote the first
eight works in tee collection are by far the most
beloved of the saints and their work wilJ be briefly
considered. The saints themselves are: Manikavasagar,
Tirunavakarasu, Thirujnana-sambandar and Sundaramurthi.
Manikavasagar
The name Manikavasagar means, 'he of the ruby utterances'.
It wc:1s largely the excellence of his poetry that earned
hj.m the title, with his book Tiruvacagam possibly the
best known work in Tamil devotional literature. His
reputation for being learned in the igamas won him the
favour of the king of Madurai, and. he was soon after
employment, given the post of chief minister in the court
of the king. Sis spiritual inclinations led him to lead
a seclr1ded lii'e, and most of his spare time was devoted
to wrtting the poetry, almost all of it with religious
themes, which won hi~ fame and the respect of his people.
It was dllring the course of an offjcial duty in a nearby
sea-port town that he met his spiritual mentor or guru.
A life-long association between them brought to him a
spiritual development which earned him the reverence of
Tamil-speaking people for many hundreds of years.
What Manikavasagar contributed in the religious sphere
is noteworthy. The inspiration that came to him during
the many pilgrimages found expression in his poetry
repl~te with love for God. The first English translation
of his work became available after the visit to India by
Rev. Pope, a Christian missionary, sent from England on
missionary work to India. In his translation Pope says,
"It is quite certain that the influence of these poems
in South India is like that of the Psalms among Christians
and that they touched for generations the hearts of the
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vast majority of the Tamil-speaking peoples 11 • 27 The
hymns are a record largely of what may be described as
a personal religion for it follows the patterns of the
bhakti movement found in Hinduism. The poetry abounds
in descriptions of endearment to God and suggest many
moods of personal anguish at being separated from the
"Bliss of Life". Each of the stanzas is filled with
praise for God and reflects moments of triumph in which
he comes to know God with mystic feeling and realisation.
In a poem such as 'The Mother Decad' his devotion to
God finds a kinder expI~ssion:
Within He dwells and to the melting soul
Tears of undying bliss gives He,
Mother! saith she.
It was through the composition of these poems set to
music and sung frequently that the Saivite religion
spread and held influence among Tamil people.
Tirunavakkarasu
A contemporary of Manikavasagar, the saint Tirunavakkarasu
was a student of Jainism which he embraced through the
influence of Jain missionaries. It was however the anguish
of his sister, the one surviving member of his family, who
on hearing this news that persuaded him to rethink his
conversion to another faith. Being a devoted Saivite
after the manner of her parents she was deeply pained
by the news of her brother's decision. He was at that
time overcome by a severe illness. His thoughts were
redirected to the faith that he had rejected. On realising

27.

Tiruvasagam: Translation by G.U. Pope.
Press. Oxford 1900.

the beauty of the faith which he had failed to appreciate
through lack of study and insigh\ his pursuasion had been
retraced to a new vision. His poetic genius thus flowered
and he became known as Tirunavakkarasu (king of the golden
tongue). He used his talent for and dedicated his life
to the furtherance of his faith.
His strained relationship with many of his Jain friends
led to many difficulties and much torment for him. He
spent most of his time composing poetry and songs which
have since become some of the best known hymns in the
Saivite tradition. The life of Thiruvanakkarasu is
ofte~ quoted as an example of the life of suffering to
which saints have often been subjected as part of the
spiritual growth they underwent. In the life of this
saint are seen many examples too of the saving Grace
that helped him in many moments of crisis. It was
largely his relationship with many of the Jains that
spelt for him a life of extreme suffering.
He went on pilgrimage to many temples of Siva of which
there were many in the country. The saint's life was
enriched by the experiences he encountered during these
hours. He gave expression to his inspiration in the
beautiful Tevaram which form the fourth, fifth and sixth
volumes of the Thirumurai.
The poet's love for Lord Siva and zeal to serve his
fellow beings was limitless. Many examples are given
of the Grace of Siva being showered upon him in trying
moments. Once, as he journeyed towards mount Kailas,
his feet became bruised and too sore to be used. It is
said that he transported himself on hands and knees in
some parts. His prayers to God were answered on many
occasions with help coming in many forms.

Clarendan
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Thirunavakkarasu's life is an example of a talented life
of devotion to religious expression. It highlights also
the Saivite religious revival of that period, and
illQstrates how Lord Siva manifests Himself in the lives
of His saints. This fact is still taught among Tamil
people in numerous religious situations and held up as
an example of the religious culture of the Tamil people
being of the highest order possible.
Thiru-Jnana Sambandar
Thirujn~na Sambandar lived in the seventh century. He
was a very young child when Thirunavakarasu was an old
man. In the Cola kingdom, where his parents lived
there was much talk of Saivite ideals being repressed.
·The prayers of his parents, who were always ardently
devoted to the Sai vi te cause, resQl ted in their being
blessed with a brilliant child. Traditional accounts
of the life of this saint, like the accounts of the
lives of each of the saints of this tradition, state
that the Tamil COQntry was blessed in order that the light
of alien religions may wane and that the great religion
of Saivism may flourish. At the age of three, the
child was fed by Uma, the consort of Siva, with her
milk mixed with divine wisdom, and was re-named,
'Thirujnana Sambandar;' which means 'related to God
through divine wisdom'.
The similarity in the lives of each of these three
saints sometimes raises thoughts on the need for
protection to be afforded to a living faith, more
especially at times in its history when it falls on
evil days. When the monarch of the Pandyan kingdom,
Kun Pandyan, embraced Jainism, his wife Mangaya Karasi
implored the boy saint to convince him of his failing.
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Sambandar's efforts to restore the king to his original
faith forms part of the now classic illustration of the
faith being restored to its glory.
Sambandar's compositions, like those of each of the
Acharyas whose lives illustrate the struggle for
survival of the Saivite faith, were all in the form
of padigams, decads. Each of the composers was true
to the poetic style known among Tamil poets of the
fifth century. The pattern was followed for at least
five centuries of religious compositions. The poems,
apart from telling of the miraculous power of faith,
speak of the soundness of the practioes within Saivism.
The practice of applying ash to the forehead and other
parts of the body is accepted as a relic of the tradition
that has lasted several centuries. Sambandar says:
The sacred ash has mystic power
Tis worn by dwellers in the sky
The ash bestow's true loveliness
Pr&ise of th~ ash ascends on high
George Santayana affirms that prtrnitive tho11e;ht, while.

having the function of prose,
the thought form of
28
poetry.
It becomes clear that poetic expressions
have helped to preserve religious ideas within the
Hindu tradittcn more rigorously than any other bhakti
school. The practice among Tamils to this day is to
use the poetic composition, sometimes even to substitute
them, for prayers at religious ceremonies. The esteem
of their composi ti.ons is thus recognised often as among
the most important reasnns for the survival of religious
ideas aoong Tamils.

28.

Santayana, G.: Deason in Religion,
York. 1962.

Collin Books,

New
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Sunderarnurthi
Although the child Sunderamurthi "Image of Beauty" was
na:ned Nambiar:1ra, he was called Sunderam11rthi because
of his extraordtnary beauty. He was raised in the
eourt of' the king and on being appointed as the 'poet
laureate' composed the songs of praise later accepted as
tLri priceless gems of Saivite devotlonal literature.
In the life of Snnd;::ira1m1rthi one enco:mters the notion
called 11 thadlltalkolal 11 , co.t:i.sing an impediment so that
Grace may be showered fer salvf:tti.0ri. The incidents in
the life of this saint are numerous where God interY.::nes
to save him or his kith and kin from disasters of many
kinds. The first concerned his marriage which was aborted,
the story goes, due to divine intervention. Lord Siva
sought on numerous occasions to have Sunderar as His
devotee.
Sunderar felt happy beyond measure when the truth dawned
on him that he was chosen for a divine mission. He
devoted his life and poetic t::.1(·>r1t t0 the service of Siva.
The shrines he visited and the inspiration aroused by
them have been perpetuated in beat1tiful poetry. These
poems, besides expressing his adoration of Siva, are
a record of his personal religious life. He turned to
God at all times. In joy he praieed God; in sorrow he
prayed to Him; and in dif:ficnlties turned to Him for
help. Siva was ready to help with these problems and,
as t
story goes, never failed the most beloved of

The poet's biography abounds with incidents which Siva,
taking on th8 guise su.i tf:d to the occasion, helped him.
Once there was famine in the lan('!.. The poet prayed for
rice to be brought to him. A small quantity was found
and brought to him. His prayer resulted in Grace being
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showered upon him and many hundreds of starving people
were fed. In similar vein many stories are told of
miracles that happened wherever he went.
The life of each of the Samaya Acharyas is graphically
illustrated with stories of many similar ~iracles. The
single most important feature of the biographies of the
saints is the belief of their lives having transcended
the causal law. So what appears to man as a miracle,
was to them as natural as any fact of life for ordinary
mortals. In both the incidents the Grace of God became
manifest. Their poetic compositions, which speak of
their extraor1iinary devotion, are therefore accepted by
Tamil people as illustrations of the greatness of the
Saivite faith. Thus the teachings of Saivism, while found
in a voluminous set of literary works, appear to be
confined to the works of the Samaya Acharayas, thus
evidencing their popularity and the meaningfulness they
hold for Tamil people in their religious ideals.
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PART
1,

FOUR

Religious Expression

The two institutions discussed in the foregoing section
reflect a religious conscioQsness among Tamil people
that appears to be rich in devotional fervour, This is
clearly enhanced by a cultural tradition that accentuates
certain features of worship and religious concepts,
reflecting a quest for revelation, or perhaps more accurately,
a yearning for Grace. The service rendered by the Alayam
is a service that perpet11ates an age-old tradition which
attempts to meet religious consciousness at one level of
experience. That a calendar year should consist of no
less than forty nine special days of prayer, some of them
observed as festival days, points to a richness of religious
and cultural consciousness that is not easily matched by
other communities, The practice of and adherence to the
kavadi festival is perpetuated for basically two reasons,
Firstly there is an obligation on the part of temple
authorities throughout South Africa to observe the festival
as part of their official duties. Secondly, the request
from devotees is for this to be observed because it meets
a religious need,
The exact level of religious consciousness in the community
is however diffic1tlt to assess because of the lack of
actual communication between devotees and any religious
investigator who seeks to determine more accurately the
quality of his religious commitment. Nearly all practices
amoug devotees at the Alayam occur within the framework of
tra~itional modes with parents passing on information to
children with little or no explanation of the rational
or svriptural basis for most of them. It is for this
reason that Hilda Kuper and others have concluded on
occasions that with regard to religious practices "the
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average Hindu is relatively ignorant". 29 This is
obvi0usly substantiated by the fact that religious
education has never been institutionalised in the
community, Before the introduction of study courses
on the Hindu religion at the University of DurbanWestville the average Hindu had virtually no opportunity
for study of either Hindu Theology or Philosophy in
South Africa. The form of study offered at institutions
like the Ramakrishna Centre, Divine Life Society, Saiva
Siddhanta Sangum and Arya Pratinidhi Sabha have strong
limitations,so virtually no opportunity exists for
imparting religious knowledge in the same way that people
are able to study any other academic or professional
discipline. The attempt by the South African Hindu Maha
Sabha to introd11ce religious instruction at primary and
high school level in South Africa some years ago failed to
find adequate support within the community. Kuper adds
that Hindu writers are few and suggests that knowledge
of Hindu theology among Hindus themselves has room for
considerable improvement.
It t~us becomes understandable that the mode of worship
at Umgeni Road, confined as it is so often to special
occasions, would have a deleterious effect on religious
understandi~g and considerably worse on intelligent
religious commitment among Hindus. The festive atmosphere
for each occasion does not lend itself to any form of
pedagogic influence on the community, more especially
for the reason that people attend worship seldom for
any real form of spiritual gain. It has been suggested
on many occasions that the main reason for conversion
from Hinduism to Christianity by Hindus has been material

29.

K~per, Hilda: In1ian People in Natal,
Press. Connecticut. 1974.

Greenwood
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The Saiva Siddhanta Sungam is aware like the Divine

gain.3°
Whenever Church groups, more especially those of the
Pentecostal churches, hold service~ the large number
of people that atten,i are Tamils of the Hindu community
who see them as opportunities for praying for some form
of material prosperity. It is also obvious that the
number of people who attend services, even on festival
daye, is relatively small, with the result that Hinduism
per se actually reaches out to far fewer people than
one lrnagines.

The Saiva Siddhanta Sungam holds the overtly expressed
wish to arrest this tendency to neglect religious values
and has therefore adopted a system of religious commitment which is vastly different to that found at the
Umgeni Road Alayam or other temples in South Africa.
The services held by the Saiva Siddhanta Sungam follow
a systematic order with emphasis being placed upon the
spiritual development of the individual. The question
of greater relevance for the Saiva Siddhantin therefore
is the development of inner spiritual consciousness with
less and less dependence upon external aids as characterised
by a kavadi ritQal. Hofmeyr and Oosthuizen have drawn
attention to the rehtctance on the part of young people
to participate in ritualistic worship while yet displaying
a keenness for knowing more about Hinduism in its ordered
theological and philosophical implications.3 1 Dr Rocher
encountered very much the same attitude as we11.32

30.

Hofmeyr & Oosthuizen: Reli~ion in a South African
Indian Comm11ni ty. Univers1 ty Durban-Westville, 1981.

31.

Hofmeyr & Oosthuizen, Ibid

32.

Rocher, Op. cit. p. 39.
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Life Society and the Ramakrishna Centre among others,
that there is a need for fulfilling a religious
objective that would meet the needs, particularly of
younger people. In many instances it would appear that
whild some rituals would survive in a new context for
Hindus generally, the intellectual, rational basis for
these practises would suffer considerably. The beliefs
within Hinduism have therefore to be adaptive to modern
challenges or face total erosion. The pragmatic concerns
of religious and more especially cultu.ral affiliation
have thus to be clear about the arduous road ahead. The
question of preserving a specifically Hindu mode as
oprosed to any other form of expression is an acute one
at this Atage. This thesis therefore suggests that
awarenesH of development woQld have to take account of
specific areas of homogenization and secularization.
So religious meaningfulness for both institutions and
the focus of religious practice as found within their
respective systems have to be
seen in the context of
their modern social setting.
1he task for the Alayam clearly lies in the area of
clarification of spiritual objectiveness. Although
figures
r Kavadi festivals vary considerably,
deva~thanam statistics indicate that in recent years
a greater number of young people wish to participate
in the kavadi festival than ir previous years. The
exact reason for this is not cJ.ear but one may suggest
a growing population; a need for meeting at the
spiritual level problems considered insoluble otherwise
and parental inf] ue11ce. However in most cases Kavadi
still meets a religious objective at only one level;
so considerably heavy opinions agairst it may sooner
or later eoerge as the neo-Hindu mcvements in South
Africa develop furtber intellectual sophistication and
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infl~ence in the community. There is evidence at this
stage that the dormant South African Hindu Maha Sabha the most senior, rarent Hindu organisation in the
country wiJl ev~nt~ally wield a strong influence over
r(-,J.iti.o,J.s opinions and a.tti tu des within the community.
It is clear that factors of religiosity in the Hindu
comrnur1i t,y have to find more adeq1.1ate forms of expref.ision.
At the general, wider level of religious commitment the
areas of concern ap11ear to 1·est in hon,ogenei tJr and
seculc.rizaticn. Thus the in1portant r;oint to note is
that future conversion to Christianity will not pose as
big a problem for Hinduism as wilJ be the process of
adaptation to homoeenization and the elements of seculari~ation that arise in the socio-political structure found
in South Africa. Hofmeyr and Oosthuizen agree with this
contention in their report.33
The superordinate meaningfulness of religious practice
within the cornmnni ty as expresf::1ed in the system of
worship in the two institutions considered, indicate
that there is less r,::ce-occupaticn with ultimate objectives
such as moksa, than with the other Purusharthas of
religi ems cor.imi tment such as artha, kaJD.a and Dharma.
The break-u.p of the joint fami] y system vii th which a
very laree part of religious educat:i.on was imported into
this country is a factor of some importance. So a modification of religious trends does really lie in new systems
of worship being found. Religious leaders, it might be
suggested, could 1ook to some of the scriptures that
emphasize religious t~1ths, and above al] make an appeal
for commitment to religious values, irrespective of the
socjal or bistorjcal context, in which these truths have

33.

Hofmeyr & Oosthuizen.

to be practised. Consider for example the "wonderinspiring" stories of the Shiva Purana.
The Shiva Purana, like many mythologie~ opens with a
description of a holy congregation. Saunaka and other
eminent sages noticed that tin:es were bad. A dark age
had set in after Lord Krishna's departure from the earth.
They decided therefore to dedicate their energies to
stay attuned to God's Grace. Thereby they tried to
create some sort of a balance to bring about the
welfare of all. They accordingly assembled in a sacred
place to conduct a prolonged retreat. The spiritual
s~ction induced by it drew into their midst a competent
narrator of mythological anecdotes. The sages saw in
this unexpected arrival a sure sign of God's abundant
Grace. They respectfully requested him to fill their
minds with his "wonder-inspiring" discourses. They said:
"In this terrible age, all living beings are almost
demoniac in character. What is the most effective way to
remedy this fall in virtue? How can good conduct, good
devotion and power of discrimination flourish? What will
increase mental purity and help one to obtain Shiva's
Graca"?
The reply was in effect: "The sage, Vyasa, has condensed
the teachines he received from the holy Sanatkumara.
Any one who simply reads it is supposed to acquire merit.
But he who listens to it and comprehends its meaning is
undoubtedly much superior. Reading, listening and
understanding constitute a Wisdom Sacrifice. It will
duly culminate in the realisation of Shiva's presence
in one's life. The benefit derived therefrom will be
indescribable". The entire section of the composition
is entitled "The Glory of Shiva Purana''• Stories for
popular ed~cation may be considered "wonder-inspiring".
Their learned narrator can be compared to the ocean,

Op. Cit.
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"a vast receptacle of valuable gems". His success
depends firstly, on the topics chosen, and seco~dly
on the manner of exposition.
Perhaps the most important fact is the possession of
the skill to awaken the sense of wonder in hearers.
To any diligent observer, everything in nature is a
source of wonder. Dawn, he sees,is followed by golden
sunrise. Clouds gather to empty themselves as longawajted showers. Saps of plants become transformed
into flowers and fruits. In like manner, food is turned
into the different limbs of creatures. Turning to the
world of ideas and behaviour, he sees the aggressive ego
of one day standing the next day as an open channel for
the free flow of Grace, as a result of sustained discipline.
Al] these can make the feeling of wonder ripen into a
continuous, humble, thankful adoration of the invisible
Presence of the Lord. The discerning devotee is supposed
to see gradually th&t God and His Glory are inseparable.
They are different only on the surface, in mere verbal
expression and concepts. In essence they are the same.
Fire and its burning constitute a good example. For
burning itself means the presence and manifestation of
fire. Similar is the case of diamond and its lustre.
One cannot see a diamond in a dull state.
In the Shiva Purana reference is made to the All-embracing
Universal Spirit which it calls Shiva. The term means the
auspicious one. The word is masculine in Sanskrit. Power
in Sanskrit appears in the feminine gender. Now God as
the "owner" and His Power as the "owned" Principle thus
becomes denoted by words of masculine and feminine genders.
Power or a quality can also be denoted by a word in neuter
gender. This is common in Tamil and frequent reference is
made among Tamil people to Sivan as God. It means
Auspiciousness. When masculine an,i feminine alone are

used, God and His Power can, for convenience, be
pictured by devotees as Father and Mother of the
Universe. In some cases they can be thought of as
Father and Daughter too.

f

But what mental picture can be considered appropriate
when three neuter terms are used together,as for
ex~mple, in the Taittiriya Upanishad? It speaks of God
or Brahman or Satyam, Jnanam, Anantam. The meaning is
that the All-pervading Principle is Truth, Knowledge
and Infinity. This is however never taken to mean that
God has the qualities of existing, knowing and possessing
infinity. On the contrary this is intended to affirm
that God is Existence, Knowledge and Infinity. The
identity for the layman is usually difficult to grasp
because concepts arising from literal meanings of terms
can help a devotee to go forward spiritually but only
in very limited ways. Beyond the limit, they become
stumbling blocks.
The important objective is that concepts should help
the devotee get rid of the opposite notion - that God
is, or may be, non-existing or absent, unintelligent
or forgetful, limited or bound. He cannot be like the
insentient object we build up from bits. These may be
used, consumed and ultimately lost or destroyed. A
wise use ofscriptural words and concepts is expected
to make the mind pure as preparation for revelation.
Only then is the Abiding Conscious Principle that
releases and pervades all words and concepts, realised.
Till such time, some doubts and a sense of limitation
will survive. These are not considered harmful or
useless, but spur the earnest devotees to intensify
their fervent adoration and thankful self-surrender.
WorJs and concepts ~re thus both useful and limited.
For this reason mythology plays a useful role in the
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religious tradition of the Indian people. It adds to
the storehouse of concepts and ideas, thereby increasing
their usefulness and reducing the limitations of each.
In suitable contexts, it shows us that Vishnu means Allpenetrating and that Shiva means All-auspicious. The
first name implies that there is no vacant area where
He is not prtH.~ent.
The second shows that when He is, as
it wer~ "tuned into" God's Grace, painful conditions
automatically diminish. In one place Vishnu is given a
thousand names, in another Shiva gets a thousand also.
Each Name gives rise to a concept, a quality, a virtue.
When a few selected. virtues become established. at thP.
habit-level, we get the mental purity necessary for
revAlation. So the question concerning Indian scriptures
and the frequency with which they present various attributes
of God or even of G,. 1-rr:<-t.1.i sed persons, liberated-in-life,
is met with the idea that we are exfected to acquire those
attributes by steady and loving practice.
Each main story in the Shiva Furana contains hymns in which
many attrib~tes of GoJ are strung together. Some suges
or devotees chant them. Or it rr,Hy be that Brahma,
ViB-hnu and other ::Jei t
s bow dovm to Shiva and extol
Tiir:, with tl1ese hymns. Th:j reader or listener must take
un the oualities
mentioned in them for his own practice.
....
m~ must not only cultivate them during his meditation
but also express them in his dealings with others.
Consider the following from the Rudra Samhita, Section
v, Cnapter XI. Here Shiva is described as One who is
easi1y served. He is declared to be fond of his devotees.
He is their favourite and even subservient to them. He
is also the kinsmen of the distressed. He is called the
Lord of many Names. He is One with attrHmtes, nay, He
is of the very Form of the attributes as well as being
without attributes. In other words, it is He who appears
as the world of beines and objects. From another stand~
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point, He is totally transcendant. He is seen in the
Form of Nature, Prakriti, the basis for all modification
experienced by us. He is also Purusha, the Infinite
ing prAoGnt in all hearts.
is, besides, greater than both Prakriti and Pu.r1.1sha,
Nature and its Observing Consciousness. Finally, He is
invQked as the benefactor of the worlds. The Deities
prayed: "Be pl•2ased to appear always whenever misery
befalls t.l.S and destroy 011r misery".
Lord Shiva
G::::-·ac1:1us1y replied, "So shall it be".
He

Su.11.'J.,ar.x: of Findings

The '..:e.:rti l. enrntT,Llnity in South Africa, like the other
sections of the Hindu comrnuni t;y, :\.r., t:m~lere;oing very
rapid socio-rblieious change. Juite clearly the most
seriour:i r)f relieio1.h:1 rroblems ir; that ot' clearly
snun;:"Lating r-r:?::i.igious objectives. The ;:oint of concern
for most
ople ap~ears to be the problem of adjuAtment
to rel i.e;ic,:1s Llealn that un::e:t the requirements of reasoned
applic~tian. In fact it is a problem partly of secularization in which one erH::Gu.nti::?rs an end of a situation in which
mythol ngieal religioc1s belief has the last word in all
spheres of life and a new formulation of applicability in
relit;ioui:i living becomes necessary. It is suegested here
that the fuct cf religiout::i immati.lri ty can be overcome
within the framework of social development so that an
e:q:(-:iri.,-.:nce of rel:i gi.n11:, c12.ri ty might be reached.
SecnlhrL:;1-1tion rr:fe rs · to a i'undar:iental chan{,;e in man's

of his world, and to quote Bonhoefer, the
com~ng of
for men has to be seen within the context
of Jivi~g life with the gre~test deeree of discriminative
awareness of how reli on can best be applied in daily
li.fe. If we consider the average person's u.Qderstanding
of himself, preferably his insight into himself and his
eA1,eri.en::.;i:;
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world, we find that the deficiency of self-expression
could be ascribed to this. Religious expression within
the comm:.1nity could easily take on a greater level of
sophi.stication if community leaders paid more attention
to the best forms of meeting needs as they arise.
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Conclusion
For exactly one hundred years the Alayam at Umgeni Road
has played an enormously important role in the religious
life of the Tamil community in particular and the Hindu
•
community in general. Since 1937 the Saiva Siddhanta
Sun~am has contributed to the community's religious
aspiration. Quite clearly both institutions have an
enormously i~portant role to play in the future religious
consciou.sness among Hindus. If leaders within the movements become aware of the need for setting out their
teachtngs and emrnciattng their objectives more clearly
they would undoubtedly meet with a success that would
inevitably lead to beneficial res,11 ts and arrest much of
the decay that has set in and now perpet,.iates a downward
trend in religious behaviour and feeling.
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